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Fiba Retail trusts Fiery for in-store printing needs

Fiba Retail of Istanbul, Turkey, was searching for a 
solution for the in-store printing of visual materials to 
be used in its top-name retail stores. Fiba Retail chose 
Konica Minolta bizhub C308 model, equipped with the 
EFI™ Fiery® IC-416 server with SmartRIP technology 
for in-store printing of price tags, sales campaign 
information, and other visual materials.

Hakan Yılmaz, who managed the project for Fiba 
Retail, described the investment saying, “We needed 
a competitively priced solution, but because of the 
brands’ colours we also needed a solution that offered 
high colour quality. It also needed to be easy to  
use for in-store operators who didn’t have a lot of 
printing experience.”

Rapid and interactive printing at the click  
of a button
The Fiery IC-416 server facilitates the production of 
professionally finished documents without the need 
for highly experienced staff. Large documents can be 
processed quickly with Fiery SmartRIP technology, 
which improves productivity by RIPing the queued 
jobs in the most efficient way. Staff can use Fiery 
VUE, a free 3D visual print application, to produce 
brochures, sales guides, manuals, and much more. 
The interactive and intuitive interface helps users 
produce professional materials with just a few clicks. 
And Fiery Spot-On™ ensures consistent reproduction 
of brand identities with every print, by incorporating 
and matching PANTONE and custom spot colours.

Accurate printing with a user-friendly system
When assessing the decision to invest in a Fiery 
server, Yılmaz emphasises that it brought a lot of 
convenience to the process. “The greatest advantage 
that Fiery technology offered was providing us with 
output that accurately reflected the input data, along 
with its user-friendliness. Being able to print visuals in 
precisely the way we want to and to display new offers 
and promotions in-store on the spot has allowed us to 
achieve savings of both time and money.”

Read the complete  
case study. 
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If you’re thinking of investing in a new print engine, you 
want to make sure you know what your DFE options 
are, so you can get the most out of your new engine. 

Explore the Fiery Servers and Software web page 
to view some of the leading print engines sold by 
Fiery partners that benefit from the performance and 
advanced workflow tools of a Fiery DFE. 

Which DFE is right for your operation?
Many print engines offer more than one Fiery server; 
an external or embedded server. View the Fiery 
server datasheets to read the product information 
and technical specifications of each option.  Be sure 
to download the server comparison datasheet to 
compare the feature sets of all available DFEs. 

Already own a print engine?
If you already own a print engine today, take a look 
at our Fiery Digital Print Servers website for training 
resources, how-to guides, documentation, and other 
helpful material that can help you get the most from 
your DFE.  

Don’t forget to check out the available optional 
productivity tools to add high-value services and grow 
your business.
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Know your DFE options to get more  
from your print engine
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Print test suites to ensure perfect colour
External Fiery servers with APPE, the native Adobe 
PDF Print Engine, perfectly print the Altona Technical 
Suite version 2, the Ghent Workgroup PDF/X-4 test 
files, and the tests developed by VIGC. Show your 
customers that you can print industry-standard test 
suites perfectly to achieve the most accurate colour 
with your Fiery server.

Ghent PDF Output Suite
The Ghent Workgroup (GWG) 
produces specifications that 
have long been the de facto 
standard to exchange  
PDF documents. 

The newly released Ghent 
PDF Output Suite version 5.0 
supports the newest version 
of GWG specifications and 
tests for specific colour 
management challenges with 
digital files. The suite is fully supported by the latest 
versions of EFI Fiery proServer and Fiery XF for wide 
format, plus Fiery FS100 Pro, FS150 Pro, and FS200 Pro 
servers for cutsheet engines.

Visit the Ghent Workgroup website to download the 
test suite and instructions for successful output of 
Ghent PDF Output Suite 5.0.

Altona Test Suite 2

The Altona Test Suite is an 
industry benchmark tool, 
specifically designed for 
testing digital output devices 
for PDF/X-4 compliance 
and colour accuracy for 
all software and hardware 
modules used in a composite 
PDF workflow for print 
production. Fiery servers 
based on FS100 Pro and 
above are fully PDF/X-4 compliant.

Download the Altona Test Suite to test your digital 
prepress and print workflow.

Perfect PDF

VIGC is an international 
organisation that developed 
the PDF RIP Audit to 
determine which systems 
can render print jobs 
correctly and consistently. 
Fiery FS100 Pro and above 
can render every print  
job exactly as expected, 
earning the honour of a 
“Perfect” label.

Download the Fiery server 
Perfect Pass VIGC sample to test for perfect  
rendering of transparencies, overprints, and mixed 
colour spaces.

See more
View the new Fiery Color and Imaging Test suites 
webpage to find more information on how to get 
perfect colour from your Fiery server.
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Fiery JobFlow drives profitable automation  
at ZenPrint
From the start, ZenPrint’s goal was to be the easiest and 
most intuitive on-demand printing platform in the world. 
To do that, they have a number of print facilities and 
digital presses all driven by EFI™ Fiery digital front ends.  

Today ZenPrint manufactures more than 100  
print-on-demand products including photobooks, 
banners, canvas prints, metal prints, and traditional 
business products in various quantities. But their 
growth introduced a new challenge. As Justin Biggs, 
President and COO, describes it, “We realised early 
on that we couldn’t have a press operator sitting 
there opening files, checking for missing assets, 
and queuing them for printing. That’s where Fiery 
JobFlow™ came to the rescue.”

As orders come in through the ZenPrint web-to-print job 
manager, they are automatically grouped into different 
batches that can be released to JobFlow with the click 
of a button. A JobFlow workflow pulls down, preflights, 
combines, imposes, and sends jobs to the press.

Biggs reported that, in the past, the company 
commonly had problems with files that were not 
flattened, were missing fonts, or had other issues. With 
JobFlow, they take advantage of the Enfocus PitStop 
preflight functions to automatically make sure files are 
printable before they reach the press.

They also use JobFlow to manage some of the 
company’s wide-format work, including placing 
registration marks to guide cutting, as well as guides 
for stretching finished products. Biggs adds, “We also 
use JobFlow to preflight files for our Graphtec decal 
cutter. For all of these activities, it gives us a way to set 
it and forget it. It is a smooth and integrated workflow 
regardless of which printer we use.”

Read the complete case study. 

“ EFI JobFlow is awesome.  
You just set it and forget it.“

 JUSTIN BIGGS,  
PRESIDENT AND COO 
ZENPRINT
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Now released, Fiery proServer and Fiery XF 6.4

> Watch the video. 

Version 6.4 brings a wealth of new features plus 
45 new or updated printer drivers. This upgrade is 
available as an online update. Note that a version 6.4 
upgrade license needs to be activated and installed 
prior to performing the upgrade.

This latest release is available at no additional 
charge for all customers with their Fiery software 
covered under a software maintenance and support 
agreement (SMSA) or a Fiery ESP (enhanced service 
program). Version 6.4 upgrade licenses have been pre-
activated for all software agreement customers. Watch 
the how to install 6.4 video for further details. 

Non-agreement customers need to purchase the 
relevant software upgrade or agreement for the 
product type they own. Get in touch to find out more.

Release highlights: 
• Greatly enhanced Dynamic Smoothing for extremely 

smooth spot and process colour gradations

• A new Spot Colour Variations feature for perfect 
visual brand colour matching

• 24 new supported printers from EFI VUTEk®, EPSON®, 
Canon, HP, Mimaki®, and Seiko/OKI

• 21 updated printer drivers for EFI Matan, EFI VUTEk, 
Mimaki, and Roland DG devices

For more information visit: 
• The What’s new? web page for a high-level 

overview of the main features and benefits

• The EFI Video Library for technical overviews of the 
version 6.4 improvements

• The Release Notes for a complete list of new 
features, enhancements and supported printers 
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Creating manuals doesn’t have to be manual
Long documents such as manuals and reports can take 
a lot or work. You may need to compose pages, define 
chapters, number pages and tabs, and more. But there 
are easier ways to produce even the most complex 
project, and deliver great colour too, with these Fiery 
tools. Find out how with information and resources in 
the Fiery application section of the EFI™ website.

1. Driver-based imposition: Download guides 
to see how Fiery Booklet Maker lets you print 
multiple pages of a job from any application, in 
several booklet styles, without the need for more 
advanced imposition programs.

2. Custom imposition: Learn how Fiery Impose 
allows you to customise bleed area and crop 
marks. Find out how to use it to print booklets, 
watch videos, and take a free eLearning course.

3. Job preparation: A free eLearning course, 
guide, and webpage will show you how to use 
Fiery JobMaster for advanced PDF-based job 
preparation functions. 

4. Automated makeready: Use a free eLearning 
course to find out how you can automate the 
makeready process by using Fiery Hot Folders, 
presets, or Virtual Printers workflows.

5. Document composition: Go to the webpage or 
take the eLearning class to see how Fiery Compose 
simplifies printing of booklets and manuals.

6. Spot colour matching: Learn more about Fiery 
Spot-On™ with a webpage, guide, or course. You’ll 
see how to flawlessly match custom spot colours. 
You can also learn how Fiery servers support 
PANTONE® and other colour systems to match a 
desired spot colour on a given printer.

7. Achieving accurate colour: Download guides on 
optimising colour quality and on how paper stock 
management with Fiery Paper Catalog impacts it. 

8. Last minute touch-ups and corrections: See how 
Fiery Image Enhance Visual Editor adjusts images 
in a job individually. 

9. Troubleshooting files: Use advanced Fiery tools 
to identify and correct file issues before printing. 
Learn how Fiery ImageViewer provides a pixel-level 
preview of a raster file to pinpoint source  
of problem.

10. Learn more: Get short videos, how-to guides, free 
online training, and more so you can easily print 
manuals. Visit us online. 
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New World of Fiery webinars planned for 2017

Join our World of Fiery webinars in 2017 
This free program of educational sessions provides 
valuable information for professionals operating 
cutsheet, wide and superwide format devices – all to 
help you get the most from your printers and provide 
your customers with top results.

Wide-format sessions
Register for wide-format webinars.

September 13 – Getting your grey balance in check 
with G7

This webinar will explain why G7 has value worldwide, 
how it can improve colour and print results in 
conjunction with other colour specifications, and how 
it provides a method to easily generate full-gamut 
output from your printer.

Previous webinar sessions available  
on demand
We invite you to listen to the recordings of our 
past sessions and benefit from the free resources 
we shared with the audience. All recordings are 
available on YouTube or you can find these with many 
additional resources on our website:

• World of Fiery webinar series 

• World of Fiery webinar series – wide format

If you have any questions or comments about the 
World of Fiery webinar series, please email us at  
wof@efi.com. 
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,  
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers,  
inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow  
suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your  
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(UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.
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